In this chapter, we present a formal characterisation of component based systems with support for polymorphic dynamic reconfiguration. By dynamic reconfiguration we mean, as usual, changes in the system architecture at run time. By polymorphic reconfiguration we mean that reconfiguration operations may concern different types of components or connections, exploiting an inheritance relationship over components, as in object orientation.
Introduction
When the complexity of software systems started to increase some decades ago, in part due to more complex or bigger application domains, the need for techniques that would allow developers to modularise or divide systems and the problems they solve into manageable parts became crucial. Various heuristic techniques regarding modularisation were conceived. Some of these then evolved to become constructs of what were, at that time, modern programming languages, and were eventually integrated into programming methodologies [24, 25] . The advantages that structuring software systems into modules have in all phases of software development, from analysis to maintenance, were instantly recognised and have strengthened over the intervening decades.
In the past decade or so, a new branch of software engineering emerged with the name software architectures (SAs) [4, 15] . This branch reemphasises the notion of module, or component, at a perhaps higher level of abstraction than that normally used in other modern modelling (and programming) methodologies, such as object orientation. Software architectures suggest the modelling of systems structure in terms of components related by means of connectors. Software architectures thus introduce a second modularisation concept to accompany that of components, the connector. The motivating principles are the very same ones originally motivating modularisation techniques. Software architectures notably differ from object orientation in the way interaction is represented. In software architectures, interaction is typically defined externally to components, which has the advantage of explicitly showing the structural appearance of systems. In object orientation, on the other hand, interaction can be obscured because it can be implemented via "feature calling" (of other parties in the interaction) within the interacting classes [6] . This is a problem of object oriented programming and modelling languages that several researchers have acknowledged. Rumbaugh's relational object oriented language [26] , Andrade and Fiadeiro's coordination contracts [5] , and various design patterns [14] , are examples addressing this deficiency of object orientation. The increasing focus on higher level structural descriptions of systems led to the development of a special type of specification language, called architecture description language (ADL) [23] , The purpose of ADLs is to describe the architectural aspects of software systems, so properties of the specified systems, especially those involving architectural information, can be analysed.
Modern applications typically require a feature that some ADLs are able to deal with, namely dynamic reconfiguration. Dynamic reconfiguration refers to the run time modification of the system's structure [22] . Although this is not an inherent feature of software architectures, it appears frequently and naturally in the design of systems, perhaps due to the success of object oriented methodologies and programming languages, where it certainly is intrinsic.
While ADLs provide constructs for modelling the architecture of a system, and some of them also allow for the description of possible changes to it (usually via operations that may modify the system's structure at run time), they often do not directly support (within the language) reasoning about possible system evolution. More precisely, some ADLs support the definition of components and interconnections to build architectures, and transformation rules or operations for making architectures change dynamically, but any kind of reasoning about behaviours is often performed in some "meta-language", often informally. Moreover, the description of architectural elements in ADLs, particularly those related to dynamic reconfiguration, is usually done in an operational way, as opposed to declaratively [16, 18, 27] .
Being able to specify and reason about the consequences of using certain reconfiguration operations in a declarative manner would add abstraction to what, to our understanding, can be operationally specified by using ADLs. In addition, the abstraction gained by using a declarative framework might allow us to study possibly more sophisticated, abstract ways of describing software architectures. We therefore proposed a temporal logic as a formal basis for the specification of component based systems with support for run time reconfiguration [2] . We aim at facilitating the reasoning that is usually necessary regarding this kind of system. Besides providing direct support for reasoning, temporal logic gives us a declarative and well known language in which behavioural properties can be expressed, and which is currently used in several branches of software engineering.
We employ for this purpose a variant of a logic that Manna and Pnueli [21] proposed for specifying reactive systems. This variant, proposed by M. Abadi [1] , allows for more general flexible, i.e., state dependent, symbols, and therefore is better suited for the specification of dynamically reconfigurable systems. In particular, the logic admits a derived proof rule, which enables us, if specifications are organised appropriately, to import properties from components when building (dynamic) amalgamations. This allows us to exploit the modular structure of specifications to localise reasoning to the relevant parts of these specifications, when proving certain properties.
A prototypical language based on the proposed logic is defined, where systems specifications are hierarchically organised around the following notions:
• the notion of datatypes, which constitute the lowest level in specifications, • the notion of components, which are represented by classes that define templates for these components; • the notion of connector types, which we call associations, which are then used to define the potential ways in which components may be organised in a system; • the notion of subsystem, the new notion that defines the (coarse grained) unit of modularity from which reconfigurable systems are built, and which conveys the information about which components, which associations and which reconfiguration operations are used to define the module.
It is not our aim to propose (yet) another architecture description language, but to study an alternative declarative and formal semantics for software architectures, with direct support for reasoning. We prefer to illustrate the capabilites and expressive power of the formalism by defining a simple front-end to the logic, our prototypical language. This is simpler than trying to relate, at this stage of our work, our logic to existing high level ADLs. In addition, this language allows us to study the enhancements that our alternative semantics might provide to the specification of software architectures. In particular, we show that more powerful modelling constructs, such as class inheritance, as in object orientation, can be provided using our alternative semantics. This not only provides the well known advantages in terms of the reuse of component definitions, but also enables us to define polymorphic reconfiguration operations.
A Model of Reconfigurable Component Based Systems
We now define in some detail the model of reconfigurable component based systems that we assume. We try to preserve some of the good features of some ADLs, such as declarativeness (as in Acme [17] ), hierarchical composition of systems (as in Darwin [19] ) and designs at a high level of abstraction (as in CommUnity [28] ).
Basic Components
As described in [17] , components are often meant to represent the primary computational and data storage units of systems in software architectures. This view of components is shared by Acme [17] , CommUnity [28] , Darwin [19] , and Wright [3] , for instance. In our view of reconfigurable component based systems, the smallest computational and data storage units are recognised as special, and are called basic components. We prefer to use the term 'basic component' because we also want to be able to build complex components out of simpler ones, as in Darwin or Acme. These complex components could then form part of even more complex components, or systems. As justified in [17, 19] , being able to hierarchically structure components is an important feature, which can help in dealing with large systems through several layers of decomposition.
We consider that a component is basic if it is not composed of simpler components. For basic components, we take the (more abstract) model of components from CommUnity [28] , and define basic components as consisting of variables, as in imperative programming languages, which define the components' internal state. We also assume that there is a set of datatypes provided, which are used as types for the variables within basic components. It is important to note that, since basic components are not defined in terms of other components, their variables must be typed with basic types, not types which represent components. (This underpins our view that, in order to achieve the desired low coupling between components in a system, any interaction between components must be defined completely externally to the components involved.)
As is the case with CommUnity's channels [28] , a component can have input, output or local variables. These are represented as follows: components have attributes, which correspond to local or output variables, and read variables, which correspond to input variables. Local variables are differentiated from nonlocal ones by means of a component interface definition.
Basic components also encapsulate actions, which represent their associated computational behaviour. These actions allow a basic component to change its state, by modifying the values stored in its variables, and provide, in this way, some functionality to the system. Actions of components are assumed to be instantaneous, and they might have parameters. Actions which take some period of time to be completed can be modelled with 'start' and 'end' instantaneous actions, as in [12] and the specification stage of [9] .
As an example, suppose we want to model a network of units which can interchange messages. These units might represent basic components, whose state is composed of a private address, attributes for storing outgoing messages, and read variables for obtaining incoming messages. Their associated behaviour might be represented by actions for producing and sending outgoing messages, and obtaining and consuming incoming ones.
The visibility of read variables, attributes and actions should be reflected when components are connected. For instance, a public attribute of a component A could be connected to a private read variable of a component B, meaning that B can read A's attribute, but B's clients cannot read A's attribute through B. Clearly, it should not be allowed to connect private features (read variables, attributes or actions) of a component to private features of other components.
Connectors
One of the central characteristics of software architectures is that the interaction between components is characterised by means of connectors [17] , externally to the definition of components. The purpose of connectors is to allow for the communication between different components in the system, so they can perform activities in combination. The externalisation of the interaction between components in connectors makes the structural appearance of systems (in terms of interrelated components) immediately apparent; this makes it easier to describe operations, constraints, properties, etc, concerning the structure of systems. The externalisation of component interactions and its benefits are successfully exploited in object orientation by techniques such as those based on certain design patterns [14] , coordination contracts [5] and middleware technology [8] .
In order to make components (and, as we will see, this will include complex components) interact, we use the notion of coordination, as in CommUnity. Basically, we use connectors to specify how the states and behaviours of interacting components are combined. Special cases of this kind of communication are sharing of variables and action synchronisation, but more sophisticated ways of communication are also possible. When two or more components are connected, their behaviours become related, in the way specified by the corresponding connector. For instance, the connector might specify that the occurrence of an action in one of the participating components enforces the occurrence of an action in another participant, but not vice versa (i.e., as in a remote procedure call).
An example of a connector might be a link between the previously described units. A link might enforce the occurrence of the retrieve operation on one of the connected units whenever the send operation occurs on the other one.
We are particularly inspired by the style of specification and component coordination used in [13] and related work, which has also been inherited by modern versions of the CommUnity design language [27] .
Complex Components
In SAs, indexSA systems are typically seen as configurations of components related by means of connectors. We use the term subsystem to refer to such configurations. We do so because (dynamic) configurations of interrelated components might be themselves the component parts of bigger systems. A system can then be seen simply as a top level subsystem.
Subsystems represent complex types of components. They are complex in the sense that their internal definitions may involve simpler components (other subsystems or basic components). Subsystems can encapsulate data in the form of variables, but as opposed to the case of basic components, subsystems can also build their internal state by using interacting instances of simpler components.
Subsystems also encapsulate behaviour. Subsystem actions represent the computational behaviour of a subsystem and, besides modifying the values stored in the subsystem variables, they can modify the internal structure of the subsystem, by creating or deleting instances of simpler components, or modifying the way in which these simpler components interact (e.g., creating or deleting instances of connectors).
As an example of a subsystem, we can consider a subnet, i.e., a collection of units connected in a star topology to a gateway (a different kind of basic component, which forwards messages to other subnets). Some basic attributes of a subnet could be the maximum number of units allowed in the subnet, or the number of messages sent since the subnet was started. A subnet might have (reconfiguration) operations for adding new units, or deleting existing ones.
As we said, complex components might also be built out of other complex components. As opposed to the case of Darwin [19] , we do not allow for recursion in the definition of components, and allow only for hierarchical organisations of (sub)systems in terms of other subsystems or basic components. Connectors could then be defined to relate subsystems in complex configurations.
A Temporal Specification Language
Before describing the constituents of our prototypical specification language, let us describe in more detail the logic our work is based on.
The Logic
The main characteristics of the logic that underlies our prototypical specification language are:
• the logic is first-order, with sorts and equality, • time is considered to be linear, with a discrete set of instants and an initial instant (i.e., the model of time is N), • besides the usual connectives and quantifiers, the logic also features the temporal operators , P, Q and U, • some function and predicate symbols (called flexible) are interpreted in a state dependent way, although functions and predicates with state independent interpretations (called rigid ) are also available.
This logic is a many sorted version of a predecessor of the Manna-Pnueli logic [21] , presented by M. Abadi [1] . With respect to the Manna-Pnueli logic, it is more general since it allows for flexible predicates (not available in Manna-Pnueli's) and flexible function symbols of arbitrary arity (in the Manna-Pnueli logic, only function symbols of arity zero are allowed to be flexible). These more general flexible symbols allow us, as we will show, to represent operations and attributes of components in a straightforward way.
As shown in [1] , the logic admits a sound (but not strongly sound) proof system. However, no complete proof calculus can be constructed for the logic [1] . Nevertheless, completeness can be achieved if one considers restricted notions of completeness. An example of this fact is the completeness of the proof calculus of [20] with respect to time sequences corresponding to executions of a concurrent program.
We represent basic components and subsystems as theory presentations. The proof calculus of the logic can then be used in order to reason about the consequences of the axioms of a component or subsystem specification.
Organisation of the Language
The prototypical language we present allows us to specify reconfigurable component based systems, by defining:
• basic datatypes, which serve as the types for variables of basic and complex components, • basic component types, which, in contrast with complex component types, represent instances which are not composed of other (simpler components), • connector types, which define the possible ways in which components might interact, • complex component types, which are called subsystems; these represent the instances of components whose internal state is defined in terms of a dynamic set of interacting simpler components.
Specifications are modularly organised in layers, from datatype specifications to the specification of architectural subsystems. Subsystems might be composed of other simpler subsystems, in a non recursive way (in contrast with practice in Darwin, for instance). Thus, we permit a hierarchical approach in the organisation of reconfigurable component based systems. As we will show, we can use a derived inference rule of the logic in order to relate deduction in different layers of a specification.
A Specification Problem
In order to introduce the language and its semantics, we will use the previously described example of communicating units. Let us describe it in more detail. Suppose we want to model and analyse a network of units, which can interchange messages. Each unit has an associated address, which is supposed to be unique to a unit in the system. Messages are sent by units to other units. The address of the destination unit is included within each message. Also, there is a special message, called null, whose associated destination address is undefined.
Units are organised into subnets. Subnets contain a non-empty set of units, organised in a star topology. The unit at the centre of the star is of a special kind, and is called a gateway. Gateways receive and send messages from and to other units outside the subnet. All other units in a subnet communicate through the gateway. Gateways are units as well, so they can receive and send messages of their own. New units can be added to a subnet, and existing units can be deleted, except for the gateway.
A gateway recognises whether a message is addressed to a unit within its subnet by checking its netmask. The netmask allows a gateway to decide whether a given address belongs to the set of valid addresses for its subnet or not. Note that it is not necessarily true that the whole netmask "address space" has to be covered; in other words, there might be valid addresses that actually correspond to the netmask of a subnet, but no live unit with that address resides in the subnet. A further requirement is that no address must correspond to more than one netmask in the subnets of the system.
The whole system is basically a collection of interconnected subnets. Subnets are also connected in a star topology, with a gateway in the centre (that we call a router ). It would be important to allow the units in the system to send messages to other units possibly outside the system, although we will not use such a feature here. An interesting capability one might want to provide for the system is the possibility of dynamically adding new subnets, or possibly detaching existing subnets. An informal diagrammatic view of a system is shown in Fig. 1 .1. Normal units are labelled with indexed u's, gateways with indexed g's and the only router with r1. The region within the dotted circle corresponds to a subnet; so, all units within the subnet (including the gateway) belong to the address space determined by the gateway's netmask. 
Specification of Datatypes
Basic components build their state by means of variables, as in imperative programming languages, whose types are defined in the abstract datatypes specification. The logic can be used to build first-order characterisations of abstract datatypes, in a way similar to that used in algebraic specifications [10] . Flexible, i.e., state dependent, symbols are not necessary for the specification of abstract datatypes (flexible symbols are reserved for the specification of the state of components and configurations). Therefore, the specification of abstract datatypes consists of a static temporal theory presentation, i.e., a temporal theory presentation over a language without flexible symbols. Let us assume that we count on a datatype specification ADT , containing descriptions for the standard basic datatypes, such as integers, natural numbers, booleans, etc, with their usual operations. For the sake of modelling the above described system, we assume that datatypes message and address are provided within ADT . We also assume that the operations null :→ message (which represents the 'empty' message) and dest : message → address (which 'extracts' the address contained in a message) are available. No special axioms are required for these datatypes.
Specification of Basic Components
Basic components are one of the basic building blocks of software architectures. We intend to use temporal logic theories to describe components, as in [11] . In dynamically reconfigurable systems, a varying number of "instances" of the same type of component can be involved. Then, we want a way of describing templates of these components, rather than the components themselves (this is, in fact, the approach in most ADLs). We call these descriptions class definitions. Class definitions are modularly built on top of an underlying datatype specification, ADT in our case.
Possible counterparts of class definitions in some architecture description languages are (basic) component types in Darwin [19] . component definitions in Acme [16] and in Wright [3] (within styles) , and component designs in CommUnity [27] .
A class specification (type for basic components) is composed of:
• a set of typed read variables (entry points for the components, used for communication), • a set of typed attributes, which represent the variables that constitute the state of the instances of the class, • a set of parameterised actions, which represent the behaviour associated to the instances of the class.
The intended behaviour of the instances of a class specification is defined by means of temporal formulae. These formulae will, in particular, indicate what is the effect of actions in the state of the instance, i.e., in the values of the attributes. Given a class C, a temporal axiom for it is a formula over the alphabet obtained by combining the alphabet of the datatype specification ADT with:
• the read variables and attributes of the signature treated as flexible 0-ary function symbols of the corresponding sort; the flexibility of these symbols represents the possible change of the values stored in read variables and attributes.
• The actions of the signature treated as flexible predicate symbols; the truth of flexible predicate a(x) at a given instant i represents the occurrence of action a at i, with the arguments x.
• The class name C treated as a 0-ary flexible predicate. The truth of C at a given instant i represents the "activeness" of the corresponding component at that instant.
The flexible predicate C, named after the name of the class, is used to represent the activeness of the corresponding "object" or instance. Note that C represents a kind of structural information about the system. However, this is all the knowledge that a component can have regarding the structure of the system. It is useful to have this kind of information, since one usually requires an instance to have a property only while it is active. Moreover, the use of the activeness predicate is central to our approach to the specification of reconfigurable systems. In order to understand why, consider a simple property P of a component type C. This property should be characterised within C's theory by an axiom of the form:
As will be shown later on, in order to build theories representing aggregations of instances of C, this formula is relativised, into the form:
which adequately indicates that, for every x, if x denotes the name of a "live" instance of class C, then x has the property P .
A class definition might also include an interface, which is simply a list of those read variables, attributes and actions that are visible from the outside of the class.
The most trivial basic component that we can recognise in our problem is unit. As we described units, they have the capability of sending and receiving messages to and from other units. However, we do not allow a class or any component type (e.g., subsystems) to directly reference other components, not contained in it. So, the communication part of a unit has to be characterised via read variables, attributes and connector definitions.
A possible specification of units is composed of the following:
• Read variables:
-a boolean-typed read variable, called in, which indicates to a unit whether there is an incoming message ready to be obtained (from the "environment"), -a boolean-typed read variable, called out, which tells a unit whether the "environment" is ready to receive an outgoing message (produced by the unit).
• Attributes:
-an address-typed attribute, called addr , meant to contain the address of the unit (which, let us recall, is supposed to be unique to the unit), -a message-typed attribute, called curr-out, where outgoing messages are stored before sending them,
-a message-typed attribute, called curr-in, where the incoming messages addressed to the unit are stored, before consuming them.
• Actions:
-action u-init(address), which initialises a unit by setting its address to the one passed as a parameter, and setting attributes curr-in and curr-out to the null message, -action prod (message), which produces its argument message, storing it in the curr-out attribute, ready to be sent, -action send (message), which sends a previously produced message to the environment, -action get(message), which obtains, from the environment, an incoming message, -action cons(message), which consumes a previously obtained message, provided that it is addressed to the unit, -action rem(), which removes a previously obtained message, provided that it is not addressed to the unit.
The class specification Unit is shown in Fig. 1 .2. Note that neither its read variables nor the addr attribute belong to the class' interface. The class' interface is defined by the Exports clause, and as we said, indicates the visibility of the class' attributes, read variables and actions. If the Exports clause is missing in a class definition, it is assumed that all the class' features are exported. Axiom 1 specifies the intended behaviour of action u-init(message) (note how we use the 'next' temporal operator to specify the state after the occurrence of an action). Axiom 2 indicates that this action can be called at most once per lifetime of a unit (a constraint not originally stated in the problem description), using the derived 'weak until' temporal operator. Axiom 3 is a locality condition, indicating that only u-init(message) can update the addr attribute.
The general flexible predicate symbols of the logic allow us to represent parameterised actions of components in a straightforward way.
Axioms 4-5, 6-7 and 8-9 specify the get(address), cons(address) and rem() operations, respectively. Axiom 10 is, again, a locality condition, indicating that get(address), cons(address) and rem() are the only operations that can update the curr-in attribute.
Axioms 11-12 and 13-14 specify the send (address) and prod (address) operations, respectively. Finally, Axiom 15 is another locality condition, restricting attribute curr-out to be modified only by actions send (address) and prod (address).
Note that all these axioms are subject to the activeness of the unit. The careful reader might also notice that we have no axiom specifying the condition that an address must be unique to a single unit. The reason for this is that this condition corresponds to a structural constraint, which is beyond the language of the Unit component. Therefore, it will have to be specified within the containing subsystem, SubNet.
Semantics of Classes
A class specification C is interpreted as a theory presentation, over the alphabet composed of the ADT specification extended with C's read variables, attributes, actions and activeness predicate. The axioms of the presentation are obtained by putting together:
• the axioms explicitly provided for the class definition, • the axioms Ax ADT of the datatype specification ADT , • a special implicit axiom, called the locality axiom for the specification, whose general form is:
where C is the component's name (i.e., its activeness predicate), Act is the set of exported actions, and Att is the set of attributes of the component.
Intuitively, the locality axiom for a class specification expresses the fact that in every state in which the component is actively involved, either one of the actions is triggered or all the attributes remain unchanged. This axiom was originally proposed in [11] , and enforces a kind of encapsulation. Locality axioms are sometimes referred to as "frame axioms" or "frame properties". We have imposed stronger locality conditions as part of the specification of units. Note that read variables are not considered in the locality axiom; this is because read variables are special attributes, meant to be "entry points" used by a component to query the state of the environment. Therefore, they are not controlled by the component, which implies they could change, from the point of view of the component, arbitrarily.
Another important basic component is the gateway. Gateways have the purpose of "forwarding" messages that arrive to a subnet to its constituent units, and send to other subnets the "internal messages" addressed to "external units", i.e., to units which reside outside the gateway's subsystem. As stated in the problem description, gateways also behave as units, i.e., they can send messages of their own, and receive messages addressed to them.
In order to specify gateways, we can take the specification of units, and extend it with further read variables, attributes and actions:
-a boolean-typed one, named int-in, which indicates to a gateway whether there is a message from one of the "internal units" (the units within the subnet) ready to be obtained, -a boolean-typed one, named int-out, which tells a gateway if the "internal units" are ready to receive a message from the gateway.
-an address → boolean one, named netmask , which characterises the set of "valid" addresses for units internal to the corresponding subnet,
-a message-typed one, named int-curr-in, which holds a just received message from the internal units of the corresponding subnet, -a message-typed one, named int-curr-out, which holds a message ready to be sent to units internal to the corresponding subnet.
-action int-prod (message), which produces its argument message, storing it in the int-curr-out attribute, ready to be sent "internally", -action int-send(message), which sends a previously "internally produced" message to the environment (actually, to other units in the subnet), -action int-get(message), which obtains from the environment (actually, from some unit internal to the corresponding subnet) an incoming message, -action int-cons(message), which consumes a message previously obtained from other units internal to the subnet, provided that it is addressed to the gateway, -action int-rem(), which removes a message previously obtained from other units within the subnet, provided that it is not addressed to the unit.
The behaviour of some of the actions originating in Unit has to be enhanced. Operation rem() has a new associated behaviour: if the message in curr-in, let us say m, is not addressed to the gateway but it does correspond to the netmask (i.e., it is a valid address of the subnet), then int-prod (m) is "called", so that the message is forwarded to the units of the subnet. Note that this does not violate any of the previous axioms regarding action rem().
A similar behaviour is the one associated to action int-rem(), this time referring to the "internal interface" of the gateway. If the message in int-curr-in, let us say m, which was previously obtained from other units in the subnet, is not addressed to the gateway, then there are two alternatives:
• if m corresponds to the netmask of the subnet, then int-rem() removes the message from int-curr-in and "calls" int-prod (m), in order to forward it to the units internal to the subnet, • if m does not correspond to the netmask of the subnet, then int-rem() removes the message from int-curr-in and "calls" prod (m), in order to forward it to the units outside the subnet.
The rest of the operations behave in the same way as the operations originating in Unit, but managing the internal interface of the gateway.
Extending Class Specifications
A first choice for specifying gateways would be to give a separate theory presentation, independent of the specification of units. However, it is clear that gateways share many properties with units. In fact, as was stated in the problem description, gateways are special units, which provide an extra "interface". We could, therefore, try to represent gateways by making use of an inheritance mechanism, as in object orientation.
In order to define an inheritance relationship between components (in this case, basic components), we have to agree on what is meant by correct extension of a component definition. In object orientation, the intended meaning associated with the extension of a class A by a class B is often associated with the following facts:
(1) instances of B provide at least all the "services" that instances of A provide, but instances of B might provide more "services" (i.e., extra behaviour), (2) if instances of A are replaced by instances of B (in contexts in which instances of A are employed), then the observable behaviour should not be altered (the substitution principle).
In order to characterise these points, we say that a class C Sub extends a class C Super if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
• the mapping τ , that maps -predicate symbol C Super to C Sub , -any other element of the alphabet corresponding to C Super to itself, as an element in the alphabet corresponding to C Sub (i.e., τ works as the identity injection for all symbols of class C Super , except fot the predicate
is an alphabet morphism between the alphabet corresponding to C Super and the alphabet of C Sub , • The interface of C Super is respected by C Sub ; i.e., all symbols exported by C Super are also exported by C Sub .
• τ is a theorem preserving language translation, between the theory of the superclass C Super restricted to the sublanguage of its interface plus predicate C Super , and the theory of the subclass C Sub restricted to the sublanguage of the interface of C Super plus its activeness predicate C Sub .
Note that the first of the above conditions requires somehow that the subclass extends the language of the superclass, except for the predicate symbol denoting activeness of the superclass instances, which is appropriately translated into the corresponding predicate in the subclass. In other words, the signature of the superclass is embedded in the subclass. It is also worth noting that the conditions for valid inheritance do not forbid either interface or signature expansion of the superclass by the subclass.
Our intention with the last of the above conditions is to logically represent what preservation of the "abstract meaning" of actions is. The restriction of meaning preservation to the interface of the superclass has to do with the fact that what is "internal" to a class (i.e., not exported) might be modified by the superclass, as long as the observable behaviour of the exported operations of the superclass in maintained. But, how do we define observable behaviour ? Interfaces help with this. The behaviour of a component is characterised by the theorems of the component; the observable behaviour is then the set of theorems restricted to the sublanguage of the interface. We require the subclass to respect the observable behaviour of the superclass, which means that the theory of the subclass should be an extension of the observable behaviour of the superclass. Hence the third condition for valid inheritance.
Using this definition of class extension, we can define the Gateway class as an extension of Unit. The corresponding class specification is shown in Fig. 1.3 . We have chosen to make a simplification to gateways: their internal netmask cannot change. This restriction (characterised by Axiom 2) was made simply to keep Gateway 's specification simple; it is not difficult to extend gateways with further operations in order to manage their corresponding netmasks.
The "forwarding" capability of gateways is characterised by Axioms 15-17. Forwarding is associated with actions rem() and int-rem(), i.e., the actions responsible for "removing" incoming messages of the two "interfaces" of the gateway, when they are not addressed to the gateway. Note how Axioms 15-17 look at the netmask in order to decide what to do with an incoming message. We might also want to add two further axioms to the specification of gateways:
• if a message is produced in order to be sent "outside" the corresponding subnet, then its destination address does not correspond to the netmask of the gateway, • if a message is produced in order to be sent "inside" the corresponding subnet, then its destination address must correspond to the netmask of the gateway.
These can be specified by the following formulae:
We assume that all axioms (explicit and implicit) corresponding to Unit are inherited by Gateway (although we do not write them explicitly). Then, we are trivially in the presence of valid class extension in this case, since all axioms of Unit are preserved (since the proof calculus for the logic is monotonic).
Specification of Connectors
We have just described the way component types can be defined, by means of class definitions. We choose to define these class definitions as independent units. With the exception of inheritance, classes cannot refer to other classes within their definitions. Even in the case of inheritance, we can still see classes as completely independent units, by incorporating the implicitly inherited behaviour from the superclasses in the subclasses. This is crucial, since from a logical point of view, it allows us to reason about component properties independently of the rest of the system. Now we want to start defining dynamic aggregations of components. But of course we need ways of making components interact. In order to allow gateways to forward messages to other units in the subnet, we need to define a kind of communication link between them. A communication link within a subnet will have:
• at one end, a gateway instance, the centre of the star, • at the other end, a unit instance, which, in principle, could be another gateway. We represent communication links (i.e., connectors) by means of association definitions. Associations are composed of a set of participants (typed with class names) and connections, which are special formulae that relate the participants. For our specification problem, the specification of association Link is shown in Fig. 1.4 . Note that the second participant, t, has been defined to be of "type" Unit. This type corresponds to the coverage of Unit, i.e., it characterises instances of Unit or subclasses of Unit (Gateway , for instance). We show how this predicate is characterised later on. In this association, it allows the second participant to be a unit or gateway. Note also that, probably against our first intuition, we have used implication instead of bi-implication in some of the connections. An example of this is the following:
which basically indicates that if the curr-out attribute of the target unit is not null , then the int-in read variable in the source gateway has to be T, but not vice versa, since int-in might be T due to some other unit in the subnet being ready to send a message. This is an example of an association relating the states of the participants in a way which is more sophisticated than shared memory. Of course, an eventual realisation of links would need to include elements for implementing this kind of more complex communication (a much more difficult task than implementing shared memory communication).
Let us postpone the definition of the semantics of associations to the next section.
Specification of Complex Components
Basic components are those whose internal state is not composed of other (simpler) components. Subsystems correspond to complex components, i.e., components whose internal structure is built out of the dynamic aggregation of interacting simpler components. With subsystem definitions we reach the upper layer of the language. Subsystems correspond to the concept of dynamic aggregation of components in architecture description languages. Subsystem definitions correspond to the definition of composite components in Darwin (although we do not allow for recursion in the definition of complex components), systems in Acme, dynamic configurations in CommUnity and dynamic configurations in Wright. Basically, a subsystem is composed, at a given instant in time, of a set of interacting instances of simpler components, which are related by instances of associations. Besides this "structural composition", subsystems might also contain basic attributes and read variables, which will allow it to communicate with other subsystems in the context of a bigger system. One can also restrict the visibility of a subsystem's attributes and operations, by means of an Exports clause; however, we will not make use of this facility in our examples. Again, the absence of of an Exports clause in a subsystem definition is interpreted as all the subsystem's attributes and operations being exported.
The most simple kind of subsystem, that we start describing now, is the one defined directly in terms of basic components. Subsystem SubNet is of this kind, and represents a dynamic collection of units connected to a gateway. A number of requirements have already been made clear from the specification of the problem. Some of these are the following:
• There is always a non-empty set of units within the subnet, • the units in the subnet are organised in a star topology, with a unit of a special kind, a gateway, in the centre of the star.
Note that, since the gateway must always be present in the subnet, the first of the above conditions is trivially met. We can make the "design decision" of representing the gateway as an attribute; in fact, this is somehow necessary, since we will need to relate some attributes, read variables and actions of the gateway with others outside the subnet, in order to enable communication between the subnet and other subsystems. An extra datatype is necessary in order to start describing subsystems. This datatype is NAME, and represents the names of instances of components. According to the description of the problem, new units can be added to the subnet, and existing ones can be deleted (except for the gateway). So, we will need subsystem operations add-unit(NAME, address) (the second argument of the add-unit(NAME, address) operation will correspond to the address to be assigned to the new unit) and rem-unit(NAME) in order to characterise these tasks. Besides these two operations, we include an initialisation operation for the subsystem, called s-init(address) (the argument of the s-init(address) operation will correspond to the address to be assigned to the gateway of the subnet). A subsystem specification corresponding to the above description is shown in Fig. 1.5 . Axioms 1-3 specify that the units in the subnet are arranged in a star topology, with gw in the centre. Axiom 4 indicates that attribute gw is, throughout the lifetime of the subnet, an instance of Gateway , and Axiom 5 says that gw does not change (while the subnet is active).
Axiom 6 corresponds to the informal requirement that an address must be unique to a unit a . It is worth noting that, thanks to inheritance, this requirement also involves the gateways in the subnet. Axiom 7 indicates that the addresses of the live units in the subnet respect the netmask specified within gw . This shows how the languages at different levels in the specification are related.
Axioms 8-9, 10-12 and 13-15 specify the behaviour associated with operations s-init(address), add-unit(NAME, address) and rem-unit(NAME), respectively. Axiom 16 complements the specification of association Link , by requiring the occurrence of the operation gw .int-get(message) to be associated with the occurrence of the operation n.send (x), for some of the units linked to the gateway of the subnet.
The SubNet subsystem specification makes use of the language defined in simpler components Unit and Gateway , with a slight modification: an extra NAME-typed argument has been added to the flexible symbols originating in these components. Basically, if at is an attribute defined in class definition C, then symbol at(n) represents attribute at for the instance named n. Similarly, if action a(t 1 , . . . , t i ) is declared in a class definition C, then a(t 1 , . . . , t i , n) represents the occurrence of action a with parameters t 1 , . . . , t i in the instance referred to as n. We prefer to use the "dot notation" for writing the extra parameter of attributes, read variables and actions introduced by the relativisation, to have more readable expressions.
Semantics of Subsystems
As for class specifications, a subsystem Sub describes a theory presentation; its axioms are:
• The formulae explicitly provided in the subsystem specification, • The (explicit and implicit) formulae corresponding to every class definition A aggregated by Sub, appropriately translated into the language of Sub by a relativisation, • Implicit formulae characterising association definitions, • Implicit formulae characterising general properties of subsystems.
Relativisation of Classes
The relativisation of class definitions is a simple procedure that transforms the axioms of the form α, given in a component definition C, into the property "all live instances of C have property α", for inclusion in a subsystem aggregating C. The activeness predicate of the corresponding class C is very important in this translation. Basically, the statement of the form "while the component is active, the property P holds" within a class C becomes the subsystem statement "for every component x, if x is a live instance of C, then x has property P ".
The relativisation consists of the universal quantification of the extra argument of type NAME, introduced when mapping the language of a component into the language of an aggregating subsystem. As an example, let us consider the following axiom of class Gateway :
The relativisation of this axiom is the following:
Promoting Properties of Classes One of the advantages of our hierarchical organisation of reconfigurable systems in terms of simpler subsystems and classes is that we allow for further localisation of proofs to the relevant parts of a specification. For example, we can reason about some property concerning a class C within the theory of C, and then promote that property into an including subsystem. This is possible thanks to the fact that the logic admits a (derived) inference rule, that we call the rule of structurality. This rule asserts the following:
If ψ is a consequence of a set Φ of premises, then the relativisation ψ of ψ is a consequence of the relativisation Φ of Φ.
This rule, and the fact that the relativisation of the axioms of classes are included in the theory of an aggregating subsystem, enable us to promote properties proved at the level of classes as properties of an including subsystem.
We also need to provide a meaning to the flexible predicates representing the coverage of classes, related to class extension. Given a class definition C, predicate C, used to denote the live instances of C or any subclass of C in a subsystem Sub, is simply defined by the following formula of the language of Sub:
where C 1 , . . . , C k are the subclasses of C, i.e., all the classes which inherit, directly or indirectly, from C.
Polymorphic dynamic reconfiguration operations are easily defined, simply by using predicate C as an ordinary class predicate.
Semantics of Associations
From the connection definitions within associations, we generate some formulae, to be included in the theory of subsystems using the associations. In order to incorporate the formulae related to an association R in an including subsystem Sub, we simply quantify the free variables of the formulae universally, and force them to be related via the flexible predicate R. Thus, if α(x, y) is a formula characterising interactions of a binary association R (the generalisation of this for n-ary associations is trivial), where x and y are the free variables of α(x, y) representing the participants, then the formula:
is included in Sub, clearly characterising the fact that components referenced by x and y must colaborate according to the connections associated to R while they are "connected" by R (and while Sub is actively involved in the system).
We also indicate the "type" of each of the participants in an association definition. If R is an association definition with k participants, then for all i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if the i-th participant is defined to be of class C i , then the following formula is incorporated in the theory of a subsystem Sub using R:
So, for our sample association Link , some of the formulae that will be implicitly included in the theory of SubNet are the following:
. . .
Other Properties of Subsystems
There might be a number of other implicit axioms to include in a subsystem. These might be related to general assumptions or properties of the application domain. For instance, the locality of the subsystem [2] is generally assumed to be a property of subsystems, and therefore might be implicitly included in the theory describing any subsystem. Axioms typing the associations can also be considered as general assumptions.
We consider for our sample specification three general assumptions easily expressible in the logic, namely: (i) that nothing can be at the same time an instance of two different classes, (ii) that operations of "dead" instances cannot take place, and (iii) that a subsystem may evolve only by means of its own operations (locality of a subsystem).
Higher Level Subsystems
Since the semantics of subsystems (i.e., components aggregations) is defined in terms of conventional temporal theories, as for classes, there is no technical restriction for iterating the process of defining aggregations. Therefore, we can permit subsystems not only to be composed of instances of classes, but also to subsume instances of simpler subsystems, thus allowing for hierarchical organisation of systems.
We have already defined several specification components, such as datatypes (particularly message and address), classes (Unit and Gateway ), associations (Link ) and a first subsystem (SubNet). We have made use of inheritance, in order to relate the definition of Gateway to Unit, and be able to define Link polymorphically. All these combined constitute the specification of a large component of the overall system, encapsulated in subsystem SubNet. We now want to build a bigger system combining different instances of interrelated subnets, as specified in the problem description.
Clearly, the problem description calls for the specification of a high level subsystem. Let us refer to it as Net. A net is composed of a dynamic set of subnets, all of which are connected to a gateway of the net, which, in order not to confuse it with the gateways of the subnets, we are going to call the router. Certainly, we will need reconfiguration operations in Net in order to manage the population of subnets within it.
Again, as we did with the SubNet subsystem, we make the design decision of representing the router as an attribute. This will allow us to make nets communicate with other nets in the environment (although we will not be concerned with the specification of this). The operations of a net are the following:
• An initialisation operation, n-init(address), whose argument will be used to set the address of the router in the net.
• An operation for adding new subnets, add-subnet(NAME, address), whose first argument represents the identifier of the subnet, and whose second argument represents the address that will be used to set the gateway of the new subnet.
• An operation for deleting existing subnets, rem-subnet(NAME), whose argument is the identifier of the live subnet to be removed from the net.
Relating the router to the live subnets within the net requires the definition of another association, this time a high level one. A problem arises because of our need for defining this association. Since Gateway is used within SubNet, the part of the language of SubNet which originated in Gateway (and has been relativised once because of this) will be relativised again when using it in a higher level subsystem, say Net. Therefore, predicates such as Gateway (NAME) will be transformed by adding to them an extra NAME-typed argument; for instance, Gateway (NAME) will become Gateway(NAME, NAME), where the last argument refers to the subnet to which the gateway belongs.
But for the router, we simply want a gateway, not a gateway within the scope of any subnet. Note that we cannot directly use Gateway (NAME), since including the theory of Gateway relativised only once directly into the theory of Net will cause a clash of names between the doubly relativised Gateway (coming from SubNet) and the relativised Gateway (that we want to include directly into Net). In order to represent the router, we will use a renamed copy of Gateway . Let Gateway' be a theory presentation isomorphic to Gateway , obtained by "priming" the signature of Gateway, and appropriately translating the axioms.
The definition of association S-Link , whose purpose is to relate the router of a net with the gateways of the subnets within it, is shown in Fig. 1.6 . Note how "multiple dots" in the dot notation we borrowed from object orientation are used. The intuitive reading is the top-down navigation from subsystem attributes towards their constituents. Recall that the multiple dots actually mean multiple NAME-typed arguments in the correponding expression. For example, the term t.gw .curr-out is a more readable version of curr-out(gw , t). This new NAME-typed parameter in the attributes, read variables and actions originating in SubNet correspond to a new relativisation, this time of the SubNet subsystem (which, we already know, contains the relativisation of the class definitions in the lower layer).
Note how similar the S-Link and Link associations are. Basically, the connections we employ in S-Link are the same as the ones in Link , except that this time we need to navigate into the t subnet to reach its gateway. Perhaps now it is clearer why we represented the gateway as a special attribute of SubNet, to facilitate the communication.
An informal graphical description of a particular state of a Net is shown in Fig. 1.7 . We have depicted the router (labelled with r1) and five connected subnets, one of which shows its internal structure in terms of units. The Net specification is shown in Fig. 1.8 . Subsystem Net has only one attribute, of type NAME, the router (rt). The router is meant to be a gateway (instance of Gateway' ) through which the subnets within the net communicate with the outside world. The netmask of rt represents the netmask of the net, and therefore must subsume the netmasks of its live subnets. Axioms 1-3 and 8 specify how the subnets are connected to the router, again in a star topology. Also, they indicate that rt is the only instance of type Gateway' . Note that due to the types of the participants of association S-Link being different, we do not need an anti-reflexivity axiom (as we did in SubNet).
Axiom 4 indicates that the router does not change throughout the lifetime of the net. Axiom 5 says that the netmasks of different subnets within the net are "disjoint". This is a nice example of a formula relating instances at different layers of the language. Also, note the simplicity with which we have captured a rather complex constraint. Axiom 6 is another example of this kind. It specifies that the netmask of the router subsumes the netmasks of the live subnets within the net.
Axioms 7 and 9 specify the intended behaviour of the n-init(address) operation. Axioms 10-12 and 13-15 specify the intended behaviour of the operations that manage the population of subnets in the net, i.e., add-subnet(NAME, address) and rem-subnet(NAME). Note that Axioms 12 and 15 are stronger locality constraints. Finally, Axiom 16 complements the definition of association S-Link , by imposing that rt.int-get' (x) cannot occur spontaneously, but only due to the occurrence of n.gw .send (x), for some live subnet n linked to the router rt.
Let us summarise the theories involved in this specification, and how they are related. Besides the class definitions Unit and Gateway , a new actor is involved, namely Gateway' . The different relationships between theories in the specification of Net are shown in Fig. 1.9 . Theory ADT NAME represents the conservative extension of ADT with sort NAME and a sufficiently large set of constants of this sort.
Arrows labelled with id indicate that the inclusion of the source theory into the target does not require any changes in the language of the source. Arrows labelled with rel indicate that the inclusion of the source theory into the target requires a relativisation of the language of the source. We can also see the double headed arrow relating Gateway and Gateway' , indicating the existence of an isomorphism between them (the translation involved is the "priming"). We can take advantage of the structurality rule, which allows us to translate proofs of theorems within a theory as proofs of their corresponding relativisations, in order to reuse reasoning, or reduce reasoning in some complex theories to reasoning within the smaller theories from which they are composed.
Some Properties of Net
We can employ the proof calculus for the logic in order to prove properties of the Net subsystem. Some of the properties that we have attempted to demonstrate are:
(1) "Different units do not share addresses":
(2) "Gateways are initialised with valid addresses":
(3) "Messages are not lost":
The proofs of the first two are relatively straightforward, and relate reasoning at different levels in the specification. The third property is not valid in general, and various further assumptions have to be made in order to ensure it. The proof of the property can be modularised into various "lemmas", such as the following:
"Within a subnet, if a unit sends a message to another unit of the same subnet, the message is eventually received" This property is characterised, within the language of subnets, as follows:
and can be proved straightforwardly by assuming the following extra constraints:
• n 2 is not gw ; if n 2 is gw , then it will consume the message from its internal interface, i.e., via int-get rather than get, • n 2 should not be deleted; it can be characterised easily by PUnit(n 2 ), (There exist less strong conditions in order to ensure that n 2 is not deleted before the message is received; we have chosen this one for the sake of simplicity, since it simplifies our proof.) • the subnet should not be deleted; it can be characterised easily by PSubNet, (Again, there exist less strong conditions in order to ensure that the subnet is not deleted before the sent message is received; we have chosen this one for the sake of simplicity, since it simplifies our proof.) • if the gateway gw holds a message addressed to an internal unit of the subnet, then that message is eventually dispatched; it can be characterised as follows:
• if the gateway gw gets a message from its internal interface, addressed to its internal interface, then it eventually forwards it; it can be characterised as follows:
Note that we have as part of the antecedent in this requirement the conjunct (dest(x) = gw .addr ), since if the destination of x is gw , the message should be consumed by gw instead of being forwarded; also, we have characterised the "forwarding" of the message as its production towards the internal interface.
Conclusions
We have presented a prototypical language for the specification of component based systems, with special support for reconfiguration. The way in which communication between components is achieved in the language (by means of dynamic connectors), standard in ADLs, allows it to express properties concerning the architecture of the system in a declarative way. Hence, operations that may change the topology of the system can be easily specified in the formalism. The presented prototypical specification language allows for the specification of reconfigurable component based systems by defining:
• basic datatypes, used then as types of variables of components, • templates of basic components (components whose internal state is not composed of other components), called class definitions,
• templates of connectors, called associations, • templates of complex components, whose internal state might be defined by a dynamic set of simpler components, interacting by means of connectors; both the population of components and the population of connectors can be dynamically changed in a subsystem, by means of reconfiguration operations.
The language also allows for the definition of inheritance relationships between component definitions. This is done for the purpose of defining polymorphic reconfiguration operations at the level of subsystems. Both the definitions of subsystems and associations are general enough to cope with complex components; subsystems can then be defined out of instances of simpler subsystems, similar to the situation in Darwin, although recursion is not allowed (due to the way a subsystem's semantics is defined); associations can also be defined to relate instances of subsystems.
The semantics of the language is defined in terms of a logic based on a suitable variant of an existing and widely known first-order linear temporal logic, the MannaPnueli logic. This variant generalises the symbols whose interpretation is state dependent (in the modal sense) to general predicate and function symbols. A sound proof calculus is available for this logic, and admits a derived proof rule that helps us in our proofs regarding reconfigurable component based systems.
We have been greatly motivated by the possibility of describing dynamic software architectures in a declarative way. We have attempted to maintain some interesting features of certain ADLs, particularly declarativeness (as in Acme), hierarchical composition of systems (as in Darwin) and designs at a high level of abstraction (as in CommUnity).
The main features the presented specification language exhibits are:
• A new modularity mechanism, the subsystem, which emerged as a consequence of our representation of component interaction.
• The use of inheritance and the associated polymorphism, attempting to mimic the situation of object oriented languages, in the context of software architectures. We have been careful not to bring into the language the complexities of fully fledged object oriented languages, and kept the organisation of specifications hierarchical.
• The use of classes and subsystems to build incremental specifications hierarchically. This was possible thanks to the representation of connections by means of coordination mechanisms, as in CommUnity.
Although we have not presented it in this article, we have defined a representation of our specifications as STeP [7] specifications. STeP is a tool for assistance in the specification and verification of concurrent programs based on the Manna-Pnueli logic. Although we have encoded the more general flexible symbols of the logic we use into Manna-Pnueli's, the use of the STeP tool for assistance in reasoning about our specifications (which involves these encodings) becomes unreasonably complicated for medium size specifications (as, for instance, our specification of nets). We are currently trying to overcome this difficulty, by incorporating support for general flexible symbols and the rule of structurality into the STeP tool. (9) P[∀x ∈ address : SubNet ∧ s-init(x) → (∀n : Unit(n) → (n = gw ))] (10) P[∀n : ∀x ∈ address : SubNet ∧ add-unit (n, x) → ¬Unit(n)]
(11) P[∀n : ∀x ∈ address : SubNet ∧ add-unit (n, x) → (Unit(n) ∧ n.u-init (x))] (12) P[∀n : SubNet ∧ (n = gw ) ∧ ¬Unit(n) ∧ (Unit(n)) → ∃x ∈ address : add-unit (n, x)] 
